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Abstract 

Algorithm visualizer is high-level is a high level dynamic visualizer of  software which uses UI techniques to 

monitor the computational and portray  steps of algorithms.Algorithm visualizer is a useful tool in algorithm 

engineering particularly at many stages of  designing,implementing and experimental evaluation, and 

presentation of the algorithms. 

Algorithm visualizer is used to sort the algorithms like bubble sort ,merge sort, heap sort etc.The main motive 

of the study is to design a system which can sort the algorithms and implements on systems.  

Keywords: bubble sort,merge sort. 

 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The project is  based on GUI application, It is a Sorting A lgorithm Visualizer.The project  helps to sort the 

algorithms such as bubble sort, merge sort etc. It is a graphical user interface application which is an interface or a 

window based appliaction or software which runs without the help of internet. The application generates an array 

and sorts the array according to the selected sorting algorithms. 

Technology used: The technology used in the project are: 

 

                     -PYTHON 

                   -  TKINTER 

PYTHON: It is an interpreted high-level general purpose programming language.It supports modules and packages 

,which encourages program modularity and code reuse. 

 

TKINTER: It is python’s standard GUI package. Out of all the GUI methods,Tkinter is the most commonly used 

method.Python with Tkinter is the fastest and easiest way to create the GUI applications. 

 
  

Figure 1 .main window of the application 
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Figure 2. selection of sorting algorithm 

 

 
 

 
. II. LITERATURE REIVEW 

 

 

 
The starting research for the project was done by the working group at conference of  ITiCSE 2002 ( 
Napset al.. 2003a).  

 

 
 

III. COMPONENTS 

 

 

 
Components of the project are- 
 

MAIN.PY -This file contains the creation of interface with the help of  Tkinter  module 

.Formation of frame  and canvas inside the window . 

 Format ion of labels and buttons for the selection of Algorithms , sorting speed,generate array ,sorting 

array etc. 

Functions for the generation of the array,drawing the bars corresponding  to numbers into array , 

selection of the speed ,sorting the array. 

 

COLORS.PY - This module contains the colors in the form of Hexadecimal values for the bars, buttons ,window 

etc. 

 

BUBBLESORT.PY - This module contains the function”Bubble_sort()”for apply ing the bubble sorting to  the given 

generated array. 

 

MERGESORT.PY - This module contains the function “merge_sort()”for apply ing the merge sorting to the given 

generated array. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

 
 

This project is designed to sort algorithms which investigates and visualizes the worst  and best  case for each 

implemented algorithm. 

Design steps:Tkinter is very easy GUI library that can be used to visualize sorting algorithms.Here bubble  sort and 

merge sort are used to sort the algorithms. 

              Firstly the code for sorting algorithm is written and designed once the code have been written  and designed 

, they have been synthesized and python codes have been run, now the user can choose searching and sorting 

algorithms to find the time complexity of sorting algorithms. 

 
 

 
                                                                      Figure 3. flowchart of system for algorithm visualizer 

 
 
 
 

V.RESULT 

 
 

When we select an algorithm for sorting an unsorted array is generated and we also choose the speed  for 
sorting then this system selects the appropriate methods of sorting and sorts the given array and generates 
the output as shown in figure 4. 
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                                                                           Figure 4. result of selected sorting algorithm 

 

 
                      
                           
 

 

 

VI- CONCLUSIONS 

 
The project is based on a GUI Application which is sorting algorithm visualizer which helps in sorting the 
given array by applying the several sorting methods.Algorithm visualizer can be a valuable tool which 
can be used in addition to standard ways of study in engineering field .Algorithm visualizer helps in 
understanding the principles. 
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